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V a l u e  c r e a t i n g  r e a d i n g  f o r  b u s i n e s s  p r o f e s s i o n a l s

 Sunday morning in... 
Saturday morning in Sandton Hilton.  Bright High Veldt Winter. Flying this afternoon from Joburg (I still call it Jan 
Smuts occasionally) airport to Hong Kong.  Two negotiation courses there and then home Friday night.

There’s an SDI Qualification event the week after in Cape Town and the good news is that I’ll be at home for a 
few weeks with a short diversion to Fish River Canyon for a couple of days R&R.

Enjoyed the week in Joburg and although I don’t want to live here I’m beginning to enjoy some of the “sights.”  
Went to Montecasino last night...Vegas meets Africa.  Shocking casino but nice steak.

Am watching the Super 14 final this morning and have no real opinion on the final.  It’s a bit like intruding on 
private grief to watch Australia play New Zealand.  Maybe they could both lose!

The violence in South Africa seems to have abated a little and although not exactly business as usual it’s been 
a better week in some of the townships.  It will be interesting to see if any of the Zim refugees go back after the 
upcoming election there which we anticipate with some interest.

Have a good one...with three tips as usual.
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Massa drives past in the Monaco Grand Prix and the crowd go 
wild.
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 A picture is worth a thousand words...

 This week we used, read, played with....
Another week on the road and not much new to discuss.  I bought a new television this week and in South Africa at 
least Plasma televisions are being discounted as old technology.  I got a brand I’d never heard of and the picture 
was just as good as the named brand we compared it with.  Stick some tapes over the brand names and just 
compare the pictures.
I did notice that the picture does vary when you change the cable and so my suggestion is that you invest in as 
good an A/V cable as you can for your tele.  We did notice a difference between the basic cable and something 
better.  Let’s hope hi-def tele arrives for the 2010 World Cup.  That’s the promise at least.

(05-30) 17:34 PDT TOKYO, Japan (AP) --
A homeless woman who sneaked into a man’s house and lived undetected in his closet for a year was arrested in Japan after he 
became suspicious when food mysteriously began disappearing.
Police found the 58-year-old woman Thursday hiding in the top compartment of the man’s closet and arrested her for trespassing, 
police spokesman Hiroki Itakura from southern Kasuya town said Friday.
The resident of the home installed security cameras that transmitted images to his mobile phone after becoming puzzled by food 
disappearing from his kitchen over the past several months.
One of the cameras captured someone moving inside his home Thursday after he had left, and he called police believing it was a 
burglar. However, when they arrived they found the door locked and all windows closed.
“We searched the house ... checking everywhere someone could possibly hide,” Itakura said. “When we slid open the shelf closet, 
there she was, nervously curled up on her side.”
The woman told police she had no place to live and first sneaked into the man’s house about a year ago when he left it unlocked.
She had moved a mattress into the small closet space and even took showers, Itakura said, calling the woman “neat and clean.”
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It’s all in the colour
We talked last week about how people strive for feelings of self worth.  Porter 
helped people understand this better by giving these motivations colours.

There are three primary colours:

Red is the concern for task accomplishment
Blue is the concern for the welfare of others
Green is the concern that things have properly been thought out

We then have the middle position...the hub:

Concern for flexibility.

Then there are the blends:

Red/Blue is the concern for the growth of others through leadership
Red/Green is the concern for winning by thinking.  Intelligent assertiveness.
Green/Blue is the concern for developing self sufficiency in others.

This creates 7 motivation positions where people are most likely to feel 
comfortable.  We’re not trying to put them in types or behaviour boxes but 
merely to suggest that this are the places where they are likely to spend the 
most time...and to be in those places most often that make them feel good 
about themselves.

I’m a pretty red person and am happy to see the world as a series of jobs to be 
done.  I’ve got a long to-do list and enjoy knocking off the emails and moving 
the business forward.  Competition and success mean a lot.   That’s my red 
spin on the world.  I’ll talk next week more about how we see the world through 
our own filters.
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Surveys and dirty tricks
We got a knock on the door recently from someone who was doing a survey 
about neighbourhood security...a subject dear to the heart of many people 
living in South Africa.

The questions were designed to create a sense of the problems that existed 
and how vulnerable we felt we might be...and it went on and on.

Suffice it to say that the “survey” was little more than a thinly disguised sales 
pitch by a company keen to run neighbourhood watch security in our street.

That’s a dirty trick and is aimed at vulnerable people who might...first...have 
been worried by the questions...and second...not seen the sales pitch that 
dropped out of the survey.

That’s a real dirty trick and let’s get this type of selling kicked out.  I’ve had 
this before on the telephone where I’ve been asked to answer a few questions 
about mobile phones.  You can see what’s coming next.

Selling’s tough enough when it’s done properly.  This sort of nonsense is just 
unacceptable.
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Televisions
So I bought a television this week and it wasn’t cheap. (And before the emails 
come flooding in...it was, however, very good value.)

The shop got a set in from the manufacturer for us so that we could compare 
different models and we found that one model R 4,000 more expensive was 
identical... so we saved there and bought the cheaper one.

The price included delivery the next day and installation and a quality cable.  
I’ve never bought a tele before that included these services.

So...as you are now waiting to hear...how much of a discount did I get?  
Answer...nothing.  Paid the full list price.

I don’t know if I’m getting soft in my old age but I really valued the service I got 
from this shop and how they went out of their way to give us what we wanted. 
I’ll count the cable as a variable just for fun...but the issue for me was that the 
value proposition was sound and chiselling people just for the sake of it is not 
what I do at this comparitively low level of pricing.

I’m being accused of being very tough when my clients are around and being 
a pussy cat when it’s my own money.  I’ll plead guilty and sit and watch a nice 
television while I do it.


